Guided by its climate targets, the World Bank Group (WBG) is committed to increasing **systemic climate action** at the country level.

The **NDC Support Facility** (NDC-SF), a WBG-managed trust fund, backs this commitment by financing WBG support to clients for implementing and enhancing NDCs.

Its activities are undertaken in close coordination with and in support of the **NDC Partnership** and its members. More info: [www.ndcpartnership.org](http://www.ndcpartnership.org)

The NDC-SF supports the **Coalition of Finance Ministers for Climate Action** which promotes national climate action, especially through fiscal policy and the use of public finance. More info: [www.cape4financeminstery.org](http://www.cape4financeminstery.org)
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**Support Areas**

- Budgeting & Investments
- Monitoring & Evaluation
- Policy, Strategy & Legislation

**Thematic Pillars**

- Analytics & Knowledge Sharing
- Capacity Building
- Cross-sectoral Coordination

**Sectors**

Email us: ndcsf@worldbank.org
**NDC Support Facility Lesson Learned:**

**Increase Transparency & Accountability of NDC Implementation**

### Outputs & Impacts
- Developed national climate change Monitoring, Reporting and Verification (MRV) system for NDC priority sectors LULUCF and energy
- Trained government counterparts on the use of MRV tools for climate policy planning
- Produced technical analyses and assessments of climate vulnerabilities in the priority sectors forests, biodiversity and agriculture

### Kyrgyz Republic

### Support Areas, Thematic Pillars and Sectors

- Monitoring & Evaluation
- Environment and Natural Resources
- Capacity Building
- Cross-sectoral Coordination

### Findings
- Aligning NDC related MRV systems with national monitoring frameworks helps systematically inform policy decision making
- MRV systems help establish a common understanding of progress towards government targets, boosting broad ownership of NDCs
- Strengthening national reporting of NDC implementation helps to identify and prioritize investment needs